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,QWURGXFWLRQ�

Both Danish and English agriculture underwent fundamental restructuring in the second part of 
the 19th century, and in both cases did dairying become a very important sector.1 However, the 
two agricultures developed in almost opposite directions and differed from each other in 
respect to production methods, main product and main market. To put it more generally, they 
differed in aim, strategies and not least – as I will focus on today – to the degree of how much 
new technology and scientific methods that were implemented. One of the main reasons for 
these decisive differences was that the Danish agriculture primarily was an export agriculture 
whereas the English farmers almost exclusively sold their products on the home market, often 
regionally. In this paper I will highlight the most important aspects of the comparison, focusing 
on the production of butter. I aim to show that not only economic historical but also scientific 
historical theories and methods must be applied if one wants to fully understand the different 
patterns of development of the Danish and English dairy agricultures and second, why Danish 
butter became a success on the very competitive English market – I will in the latter case 
demonstrate that science matters.2 
 
$JULFXOWXUDO�&KHPLVWU\�

As F.M.L. Thompson has pointed out England, underwent a second agricultural revolution 
between 1815 and 1880.3 The revolution showed physical-technological as well as economical 
marks, among them the establishment of field drainage, and the introduction of new feeding 
stuffs and fertilizers. The agriculture increasingly became dependent on the developments and 
practical application of the natural sciences. “[I]t was in the second agricultural revolution that 
farming became properly commercialised”4, i.e. the idea of self-sufficiency was abandoned in 
favour of a conception of farming as a manufacturing industry. Likewise did the objective of 
the farmer come to resemble that of a factory owner, namely to intensify the production and 
increase profits. The rhetoric was clearly borrowed from the classical liberal ideas of the 
industrialisation. Denmark too underwent a second agricultural revolution in the 19th century 
even though it arrived later here than in England.5 

The new and emergent type of agriculture was referred to as the rational agriculture, 
where ‘rational’ meant modern, based on market economy and on science. The establishment 
of an agricultural science was vital for obtaining a better understanding of questions 
concerning i.e. plant growths and diseases and animal epidemics. Much improvement was of 
course possible without a scientific understanding, in England most noticeably in such areas as 
cultivation of plants and stockbreeding. In the case of fertilizers, however, knowledge of the 
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chemical and physiological parameters involved in plant growth was necessary in order to 
develop efficient fertilizers. Modern, rational farming was thus closely connected to the new 
discipline of agricultural chemistry. 
 Agricultural chemistry was not just another branch of chemistry, even though it is often 
associated with the German chemist Justus von Liebig, who published an influential book on 
the topic in 1840.6 Agricultural chemistry was more than another scientific discipline - it was a 
social and cultural necessity – or so its adherents claimed. As the Swedish historian Erland 
Mårald has documented in his analysis of the discipline, the social and economic problems of 
mid 1800 was believed to be solvable with the aid of agricultural chemistry.7 Thus apart from 
enabling a successful production of fertilizers and the development of better cereals, the 
agricultural chemists wanted to lay the foundation for social reforms and guarantee improved 
standards of living. The discipline was marketed by its adherents as morally educational to the 
farmers.8 It would stabilize the country and help create a better society. It was stressed that 
agricultural chemistry was both academic and applied science. As Margaret Rossiter has 
pointed out “Spokesmen for the field [agricultural chemistry] could respond to the changing 
moods and demands of society and of its own practitioners by shrewdly stressing its practical 
applications at one moment and then its contributions to pure science at the next”.9 
 
$�'DQLVK�DJURFKHPLFDO�QHWZRUN�

It must be recalled that the development of the new agriculture not only coincided with the 
speedy developments within the natural sciences but also with the great depression, which 
affected the economy of the European countries from about 1875 to the end of the century.10 I 
will not go into details on the causes of the depression - instead I want to stress the impact the 
depression had on the restructuring of the Danish as well as the English agriculture. Surely, the 
agricultural revolution in both countries was well on its way before the monetary restrains of 
the depression, but the need to find alternative ways of farming, new products and markets was 
furthered by the partial collapse of the economy. Not least so in Denmark where the crisis 
speeded up the restructuring process of the agriculture - resulting in a Danish agriculture at the 
end of the century, which was quite distinct from the agriculture in the middle of the century. It 
increasingly became difficult to export cereals and livestock, and in both countries farmers 
turned to dairying. Denmark had already in the mid 1800s an export of fine butter to England, 
but the position of Danish butter on the English market was greatly enhanced from the 1880s 
onwards.11 Its share of the market rose considerably at the expense of in particular domestic 
and Dutch butter. One of the main reasons for this success was the structure and influence of 
the Danish agricultural network and its institutional affiliations. 

Of major importance in Denmark was the presence of an enthusiastic group of farmers, 
landowners and agricultural scientists, which in spite of a limited size formed an agrochemical 
network which had great impact – practically and ideologically.12 There was within the 
network the interest and willingness to take up the ideas of the new, rational agriculture and to 
implement it in spite of economic burdens and without direct support from the state. The 
agrochemical network had specific institutional anchoring at the Royal Veterinary and 
Agricultural College, which was founded in 1858 after German inspiration, and at the private 
Royal Danish Agricultural Society. A number of key-persons involved in the management of 
the latter were of particular importance. The Society recruited its presidents among both 
innovative landowners and graduates in agriculture, most of them in part trained abroad.13 
Some of the presidents were simultaneously employed at the Royal Veterinary and 
Agricultural College, for instance Niels J. Fjord, who was one of Denmark’s most influential 
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agricultural chemists from the 1860s.14 In 1882 Fjord managed to have an Agricultural 
Research Laboratory established, attached to the College and paid for by the state.15 

The aim of the laboratory was to provide the farmers with science-based assistance, and 
the establishment was a consequence of the Danish farmer’s new focus on refined husbandry 
products – first and foremost butter and bacon. The laboratory focussed on solving science 
related agricultural problems in close connection to the farmers. But in spite of this obvious 
focus on DSSOLHG mechanics, chemistry, physiology, and bacteriology, the research of the 
laboratory had the epistemological mark of academic research. This is distinctly seen in the 
frequent research publications of the laboratory. They were on the one side – in accordance 
with the aim of the laboratory – written for agriculturists and they did include some paragraphs 
that were directly applicable to the farmer. But on the other side they had the argumentative 
style, language and structure of a scientific paper. In this respect they expected much science of 
their readers, and I believe this is one of the marks of the Danish agricultural research tradition: 
the scientists and the farmers were intimately related and this had two implications. First, it 
added credibility to the research results in the sense that the results were believed to be of 
direct value and were quickly implemented. They were generally not seen as work done in 
seclusion in an ivory tower. And second, the standards of how scientific results can be 
presented to its appliers were set high. They were set by the academics but accepted by the 
farmers.16 
 
5HVHDUFK�DW�WKH�$JULFXOWXUDO�5HVHDUFK�/DERUDWRU\�

A good example of the research done at the Agricultural Research Laboratory in close 
connection to the practical problems of the Danish dairy agriculture is the development of what 
became the lure-branded Danish butter. It is obvious that not one but many parameters played 
parts in the success of the product on the English market. From an economic historical point of 
view focus is usually on the increased efficiency obtained by the establishment of co-operative 
creameries, on the price developments, and on the effectiveness of the butter traders’ 
networks.17 I by all means agree that these factors are important in understanding the success. I 
will, however, like to add the research dimension. I claim that the image of lure-branded butter 
as germ-free and of superior, uniform quality could not have been obtained without the 
research done at the Agricultural Research Laboratory. And it is very much the combination of 
new research results DQG the other factors mentioned that gave Danish butter the advantage in 
comparison to butter from other countries. 
 It was researchers at the Agricultural Research Laboratory who introduced two of the 
most important pieces of apparatus and the most important theoretical insights to the 
creameries. The first apparatus was the continuous cream separator, which was marketed by 
Danish and Swedish manufactures from 1878 and which was standard equipment in the co-
operative dairies from their establishment is the 1880s. The separator significantly speeded up 
the curdling in comparison to the old-fashioned method of prolonged standing of the milk in 
open containers where the cream was separated from the first milk only by the aid of gravity. 
Denmark in 1898 as the first country passed a legislation that prescribed the dairies to 
guarantee that skimmed milk returned to the farmers for cattle feeding had been heated to at 
least 80 °C.18 As a consequence, a second piece of equipment was introduced at most dairies – 
the steam pasteurizer, which was invented by Fjord, whom I mentioned a minute ago.19 

At the Agricultural Research Laboratory the head chemist, Vilhelm Storch, worked on 
obtaining a better understanding of the chemistry of milk and butter, and in 1890 he published 
a report documenting the flavour additive in butter. He showed that a given butter sample’s 
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flavour traditionally had been the result of a mixture of lactic bacteria and similarly that bad 
taste owed to the presence of undesirable cultures of bacteria. Following this new knowledge, 
Storch succeeded in separating a number of lactic bacteria and to grow pure strains with 
specific flavouring properties. Storch concluded that production of butter with a given, good 
taste could be obtained by adding specific agreeable lactic bacteria during souring while at the 
same time suppressing other cultures of bacteria. In practice, this resulted in a new practice for 
producing butter at the creameries where the first milk was first separated, then pasteurised in 
order to limit the number of germs and finally added a locally made or commercial starter to 
sour the cream before the churning.20 The starters contained one or a few lactic bacteria with 
documented flavouring effects. The application of pasteurizers and standardised starters in the 
butter production were thus indispensable factors in the obtainment of a product with uniform 
flavour and texture, prolonged keeping quality  - which was an added benefit of the 
pasteurisation - and without pathogenic germs. 
 Moreover, the establishment in 1900 of “The Danish Butter Brand Association” 
furthered the standardization of Danish butter. It soon embraced the far majority of Danish 
creameries and in 1901 the lure icon was registered as a butter trademark in Denmark and 
England. The meaning was to better enable the consumer to distinguish between Danish butter 
and butter from other countries which did not have the same quality control. The brand was 
given national status only five years later when the Danish Ministry of Commerce made the 
lure-brand compulsory for all export of Danish butter and bacon.21 
 
(QJOLVK�EXWWHU�DQG�OLTXLG�PLON�SURGXFWLRQ�

So the principal Danish dairy product was the export butter. Just to give you a few numbers, 
the Danish butter export to England rose from ca. 10,000 to 60,000 tons between 1870 and 
1900.22 In fact both the English and the Danish dairies produced for the English market. 
However, as the large London butter market was lost to imported products by the mid-
nineteenth century,23 the English producers had to cultivate other markets. In this way, the 
English dairies to a certain degree avoided direct competition with the imported products and 
this signified the subsequent development. As emphasised by the historian David Taylor, “the 
potential of technical and organizational advances (exemplified by the co-operative creameries 
of Denmark) was never realized in England”.24 The Danish dairy expert Bernhard Bøggild 
noticed during a study tour of the British Isles in the 1890s, that much of the British butter was 
made in the old-fashioned way without mechanical separators, pasteurizers or starters and 
exclusively for the local markets.25 Small producers sold their butter directly to the consumers, 
and for this reason I believe the focus on a uniform product was much less pronounced than it 
was judging the imported products. The personal acquaintance between producer and consumer 
was sufficient quality guarantee. Price differences between the products must also have been 
essential, but the prices varied from town to town and depended on many factors. Taylor states 
in his historical analysis that ”in the late nineteenth century the average price of first quality 
imported butter was lower than that of second quality English”,26 but Bøggild points to the fact 
that he had difficulties determining the average net price of English butter as the price on the 
local market often was ORZHU than the list price given by the producers and ORZHU than the price 
of imported butter.27 
 However, butter was not the principal product of the English dairies. From the latter 
decades of the 19th century, liquid milk production became the most important enterprise, 
accelerated by the extension of the railways and the growing foreign competition on other 
products.28 Concurrently, the demand of liquid milk by the growing population of the cities 
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offered the producers an appealing prompt cash flow compared to many other kinds of 
agriculture. But in spite of high prices on milk in the big cities, the producer’s profits were not 
above average, as the co-operatives or consortia, which bought the milk from the farmers and 
sold it in the cities, claimed the surplus. The argument was that in order to be able to promise 
the consumers fresh and healthy milk, the companies had the expenses of having a network of 
inspectors paying regular visits to the producers, where they examined the facilities and tested 
the milk. As far as I can see, these efforts were made voluntarily with the aim of making the 
customers trust the products of the companies – they were QRW taken as cause of legislation. 
Moreover, it appears that ‘clean milk’ as a concept with importance for the consumer only 
developed in the 1890s in England. Before then, the customers put greater emphasis on 
obtaining warm and yellow milk, as these qualities symbolised a fresh and rich product, than 
on the milk being germ-free.29 

But even after 1890, it is still to be further studied to which extent the same standards 
applied to domestic and imported products and how this influenced the customers’ choice of 
products. 30 As I stressed earlier Danish butter gained market in England by emphasizing the 
cleanness of the product, while English butter at the same time was still being made in the old-
fashioned way. This difference in product was most certainly a key-factor and therefore I do 
not hesitate to conclude that the introduction of scientific methods and reasoning into the 
Danish production of manufactured dairy products was central in establishing the success on 
the foreign markets and in England in particular. Still, I would like to see analysed in detail to 
which extent the success was based on a better marketing of the Danish butter, a wider 
distribution network, more competitive prices, longer preservation, a better taste, or on the 
argument of being bacteria-free. There seems to be a difference between the Danish ideals and 
the English in the role played by the concept of hygiene – and perhaps also in relation to the 
customers’ expectations of the products. 
 When the English government in 1909 finally decided to fund scientific research for 
agricultural areas, the strategy was completely opposite to the Danish chosen some 30 years 
earlier. The way the money was distributed it “effectively separated research situated in major, 
national institutions from the specific problems which the farmers encountered on their farms 
and put greater emphasis on scientific principles than practical difficulties”, as Keith Vernon 
pointed out in a study of how the Development and Road Improvement Act of 1909 was 
implemented.31 Vernon noticed that one of the consequences of this policy was that dairying 
was given low priority, even though the production of liquid milk was WKH growing agricultural 
sector.32 
 
&RQFOXVLRQV�

Thus, to make a brief summary, the Danish and English farmers responded very different to the 
great depression of the 1870s managing in each their way to restructure the agriculture - The 
English farmers being under extra strains by the international competition on their home 
markets, the Danish by having close competition on their principal market. In England, the 
international competition, the lack of an agricultural scientific network, and the low general 
level of education amongst the farmers made them focus on the production of liquid milk - a 
market hardly accessible to foreign farmers. In the long run, the state’s late intervention with 
educational programmes and research funds restrained a successful development of the English 
agriculture into the 20th century. In contrast, the development of a Danish model based on 
advanced training of the farmers and with close relations between farmers and scientists, who 
focussed directly on the needs of the farmers, resulted in the construction of a competitive 
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dairy industry which was very successful on foreign markets – at least until the late interwar 
period. 
�
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